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Cement lab!
Dr. DeEtta Andersen
Center Point Urbana High School
Center Point
dandersen@cpuschools.org

NGSS
HS-ESS3-2. Evaluate competing design solutions for
developing, managing, and utilizing energy and mineral
resources based on cost-benefit ratios. Emphasis is on the
conservation, recycling, and reuse of resources (such as
minerals and metals) where possible, and on minimizing
impacts where it is not. Cause and effect.

Warnings and safety!
Students should wear masks when using the dry powdered
cement (silica dust). Once it is mixed with water, it is safe.
They say it gets hot, but mine never does!
Nothing goes down the sink.

Define what is reusable, washable, and must be thrown out.
Wear goggles when crushing the dried samples.

Why cement?
Cement is made from crushed limestone.
Limestone is the bedrock of Iowa.
Limestone mining is of economic importance to our state.

Cement is everywhere!
It’s fun and lends itself to science practices.

Before the lab….
Phenomena….

1. Take students outside and ask, “Why is the cement cracked?
What might affect the strength of cement over time?”
2. Go to a limestone quarry.
3. Look at video What are the issues?
4. Question: What are different uses of cement?

Define some things
Cement: the powdered minerals that, when mixed with water and other
materials hardens to form a solid.
Concrete: cement with things added: sand, gravel, etc.
How cement is made video
Cement chemistry video

Maybe show them a video of pouring cement

Get supplies ready
Newspaper or old tablecloths to protect lab tables
Masks
Containers to mix cement (cups, tubs, anything)
Stir sticks (I use popsicle sticks
Spray oil
Sand of various size (strainers to sort sand)
Gravel (small)
Containers for forms (cups, Petri dishes, tubs…keep the same size/team OR per class)
C clamps (borrow from shop class if you need to)
Garbage can accessible!
Rags to clean up.
Bucket of water so they don’t touch the faucets!

Science
Practices

the lab sheet
Hypothesis: write what you think will be the strongest and the weakest and explain why you think
this:

The plan
Sample
Pure cement

Amount of cement

Amount of sand
0

Amount of gravel
0

Data
Sample
Pure cement

Force/inch

Analysis
Write a conclusion: What affects the strength of the concrete? (use ALL of your data/numbers in this three
sentence conclusion).
What sources of error might have affected the reliability of these tests? In other words, if you were to do
this again, why would your results most likely be different? List 4 factors that affected the outcome:

After the lab…
Research new cement technologies.
This is easy to do with a quick internet search.
How are cement manufacturers reducing CO2 emissions?
How are the reducing water use?
Look up ‘plasticizers”

Research sand shortage and criminal sand theft
Evaluate two or more of these methods: how do they compare to traditional
methods? Which method do you think is best? Explain.

Carbon friendly cement video
International Cement Efforts: Water control
Low water cement
Green Cement

Recycling Cement in Germany
Low water cement with plasticizers

Types of additives/admixtures

